
Decision Tree Case  

To plow or not to plow 
KCI graduate Emma Timms loves to drive truck.  

She has been working for some time and now 

owns her own truck.  Sometimes she plows 

snow, sometimes she makes deliveries and 

sometimes she just takes whatever job she can 

find.  It is late fall, 2012 and Emma is trying to 

decide what she is going to be doing for the 

upcoming winter. 

 

Here are some ideas she is wrestling with.  She could try to negotiate a fixed price snow 

removing contract with SunLife.  If she got the million dollar contract, it would net her 

$600,000 after expenses if the winter was snowy.  The fixed price contract means that 

she would get her money regardless of how much snow falls.  If there is little snow, her 

expenses will be minimal, and she will net $950,000!  Alternatively, she could work out a 

deal with SunLife to go ‘per call’.  This contract would mean she got paid only when it 

snowed.  If it was a snowy winter, she would net (with this arrangement) $2M!  If warm 

weather persists, per call would be a disaster because there would be no work!  Her net 

would be just $1K.  Another idea that crossed Emma’s mind was forgetting all about 

snow plowing.  She was tired of the kink it gave to her neck as she had to bend around 

in her seat to look backwards every time she backed up.  Her new idea was to offer a 

battery boosting service for those who could not get their car going.  Again, the snow 

situation would affect her business.  If it was a snowy winter and many people were 

breaking down and needed a boost, she would net $800K, otherwise only a half million 

dollars.  Her last idea was to forget the entrepreneurial thing altogether and just work for 

someone else.  Warm or cold winter, she would still clear ½ a million with her truck. 

 

1. If the forecast says there is a really snowy winter coming up, what should she 

do?  (try 80/20 for percentages). 

2. What if the reverse happens!  Warm winter.  Firstly, SunLife would probably not 

even sign a fixed price contract if the forecast was for very warm weather.  What 

should Emma do?! 


